[Membrane technology as a basis for creation of treatment-and-prophylactic equipment for inhalation therapy and normobaric hypoxia].
The principles of membrane technology of gas distribution have been considered, that has a wider adoption in different branches of economy and in medicine. One of the promising trends of membrane technology employment is production of respiratory gas mixtures for hypoxytherapy, non-medicamental method to increase the human organism resistance to numerous pathogenetic environmental factors. Gas distributors and devices with different surface mass exchange and wide range of operating stress using hollow selectively permeable fibers of poly-4-methylpentene-1 are designed and produced under conditions of scientific productions. The technology of hollow fibers formation has been tried out on production spinning machinery of enterprises of chemical fibers in Ukraine. Design of gas distributors permits supplying them as a part of different devices of normobaric hypoxia from individual ones to devices of joint use allowing for customer's demands.